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MAMO PUNCHING AND BINDING MACHINES 
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A BRAND OF 

   

A brand of TOSINGRAF SRL   T:                               +39 0424 898312 
Via Istria, 23   F:                               +39 0424 539134 
36027 – Rosà – ITALY  @:                         info@mamosrl.com 
 
DISCLAIMER  - As part of continued product improvement, these technical specifications are subject to change without notice. Specification quoted were 
measured on uncoated and unprinted stock  

 

 All your digital finishing needs satisfied by MAMO equipment:

 

 

Over 35 years spent l istening to our customers need of rel iable and cost effective solut ions for  
f in ishing process led to the development of MAMO machines.  
Made to last  thank Ital ian design and European certi f ied components:  the best  partner for any 
fast and f lexible f inishing operation s.  
 

 

 

 

….check out more on www.mamosrl.com  

  

FOLDING PUNCHING & BINDING LAMINATING MOUNTING 

CREASING GLUE BINDING BOOKLET MAKING HEAT PRESS  

 

Wire binding

PITCH
DIAMETER CAPACITY

MM INCHES SHEETS MM

3:1 4,8 3/16 30 3,2

3:1 6,4 1/4 45 3,8

3:1 7,9 5/16 60 6,4

3:1 9,5 3/8 75 7,9

3:1 11,1 7/16 85 9,5

3:1 12,7 1/2 100 11,1

3:1 14,3 9/16 120 12,7

2:1 15,9 5/8 135 14,3

2:1 19 3/4 165 17,4

2:1 22,2 7/8 180 20,6

2:1 25,4 1 200 23,8

2:1 31,8 1 1/4 250 28,6

Coil binding

DIAMETER THICKNESS (MM)
CAPACITY

SHEETS MM

6 0,09 30 3,2

8 0,09 40 4,8

10 0,09 80 6,4

12 1,15 100 11,1

14 1,15 120 12,7

16 1,15 140 14,5

18 1,15 160 17,1

20 1,15 180 20,6

22 1,15 200 23,8

24 1,15 220 24,1

26 1,15 240 25,3

28 1,15 250 27,6

30 1,20 260 28,6

32 1,20 280 29,6

34 1,20 290 32,1

36 1,20 310 34,7

38 1,20 340 36,6

40 1,20 360 38,3

42 1,40 380 41,6

44 1,40 400 43,1

46 1,50 420 45,6

48 1,50 440 47,6

50 1,50 460 49,5

Plastic comb binding
DIAMETER SHEETS DIAMETER SHEETS

6 30 22 200

8 40 25 240

10 80 28 250

12 100 32 280

14 120 38 340

16 140 45 400

19 160 51 460

Binding pitch

3:1 pitch

Coil binding 4:1

3:1 pitch
calendar

Coil binding 5:1

Plastic combs

2:1 pitch
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On 3:1 pitch and plastic pitch single die SUPERSTAR models all puching 
bits can be released for a better allignement.  

Quick reference guide on the screen will drive your punching 
operations easier. > 

< Punching with a foot pedal leaves hands free for maximum efficiency and 
productivity. 

…SUPERSTAR: YOUR SINGLE DIE ALTERNATIVE ! 
 

 

 

 

 

SUPE R ST AR  3:1  ,  SUPE RS T AR  2:1  
TEM352  (pitch 3:1)  
TEM356 (pitch 2:1) 
Single die A3 electric punching and binding machine for metal wire 
Designed and developed for intensive use, the new generation SUPERSTAR is a high 
performance professional electric punching machine for wire binding.  
It can bind up to A3 size.  
With SUPERSTAR, you can obtain exceptional performance to increase productivity and 
efficiency. SUPERSTAR is the ideal machine for copy-shop, integrated printers 
workshops, and any professional who is looking for high quality document 
presentation. 
 
SUPERSTAR® Wire binding pitch 3:1” 
• binds 2 to 250 sheets 80g 
• up to an A3 format 
• punches 30 sheets A4 80g at a time 
 
Machine's main features: 
- Vertical punching: the sheets are automatically centered and correctly aligned 
- The punching space opened on both sides allows perforation of sizes over than 42 cm 
- Releasable dies allowing perfect centering for the perforation of any size of paper 
- Adjustable punching margin gives improved strength to bound sheets 
- Adjustable opening of plastic combs, essential for mass binding 
- Adjustable wire closing depth for perfect rounded effect 

MEGAST AR  
TEM230 
Modular A3 electric punching and binding machine 
High capacity electric punching and binding machine with modular 
punching and binding tools for all your document binding needs in 
formats up to 42 cm. 
Megastar has been specially developed for all professional high 
volume and specific binding requirements, and offers exceptional 
performance for gains in productivity and efficiency. 
Suitable for a wide variety of paper sizes up to 42 cm, the Megastar 
offers a choice amongst 7 different binding systems, as well as all the 
necessary features and functions required for intensive use. It is a 
perfect parnter for reprographic centers and, or integrated printers, 
and can be used either as one unit or in two working stations to 
increase efficiency and productivity by separating the binding unit 
from the punching unit. 
Special features of the machine are: 
A powerful engine and a sturdy structure that allow punching of 30 to 
35 sheets A4 80g at a time for comb binding. 
Adjustable jogger stop for punching standard document sizes or the 
centering of nonstandard sizes. 
The centralized control panel allows pedal or digital punching control 
as well as reverse gear in the event of blockages or overloading of 
sheets of paper. 
Releasable punching dies that enable the centering and punching of 
all paper sizes. 
Oversized documents (above 42 cm) can be punched as the punching 
elements are opened on both sides 
A unique feature for electric punching machines with interchangeable 
tools, the punching margin can be adjusted. It guarantees improved 
strength of bound sheets, essential for large documents. 

SUPE R ST AR  PL ASTIC  COM BS  

TEM415 
Single die A3 electric punching and binding machine for plastic combs 
Designed and developed for intensive use, the new generation SUPERSTAR® is a high 
performance professional electric punching machine for plastic comb binding. 
SUPERSTAR® is the ideal model for copy-shop, integrated printers workshops, and any 
professional who is looking for high quality document presentation. 
 
SUPERSTAR® Plastic comb binding 
• binds 2 to 450 sheets 80 g 
• up to an A3 format 
• punches 35 sheets A4 80 g at a time 
 
Machine's main features: 
- Vertical punching: the sheets are automatically centered and correctly aligned 
- The punching space opened on both sides allows perforation of sizes over than 42cm 
- Releasable dies allowing perfect centering for the perforation of any size of paper 
- Adjustable punching margin gives improved strength to bound sheets 
- Adjustable opening of plastic combs, essential for mass binding 
- Adjustable wire closing depth for perfect rounded effect 

SUPERSTAR® Wire binding pitch 2:1” 
• binds 2 to 120 sheets 80g 
• up to an A3 format 
• punches 30 sheets A4 80g at a time 

 

Adjustable closing depth on wire-o binding 
tool with magnetic strip in order to keep the 
wire nice and round.  

The number of pages to be punched and 
bound can be measured with the thickness 
guide in order to determine the proper 
diameter of the binding element.  

Modular punching tools 

< Smart engineering applied to all the details of the 
machine like on the wire binding tool that makes 
inserting much easier and faster. 

A3 PUNCHING AND BINDING MACHINE MEGASTAR: 7 TOOLS IN 1 !!! 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PUNCHING TOOLS 
           

BLOCK  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PITCH  14,28 mm  12,7 mm - 2:1" 8,47 mm - 3:1" 8,47 mm - 3:1"  6,35 mm - 4:1" 5 mm    
PUNCHING CAPACITY  
(80 gsm paper) 35  30 30 30  30 30  30 

HOLE SIZE (mm) 3 X 8 mm  6 mm 4 mm 4 mm  4 mm 3,2 mm    
RELEASABLE PUNCHING DIES all  all all all  all all  not all 
ADJUSTABLE MARGIN yes  yes yes no  yes yes  no 

CODE 53420  53424 53422 53423  53427 53426  53429 

    
 

      
  

  
 

  

       

 

   BINDING UNIT 
          

DESCRIPTION Binding machine 
for plastic combs  

Binding machine for wire binding elements. Adjustable 
closing depth  

    PITCH  14,28 mm  12,7 mm - 2:1" 8,47 mm - 3:1" 14,28 mm - 9:16"  
    BINDING CAPACITY  

(80 gsm paper) 2 - 450 sheets  2 - 250 sheets  
    CODE 53421  

53448 
     

MEGAST AR  
TEM230 
Modular A3 electric punching and binding machine 
High capacity electric punching and binding machine with modular 
punching and binding tools for all your document binding needs in 
formats up to 42 cm. 
Megastar has been specially developed for all professional high 
volume and specific binding requirements, and offers exceptional 
performance for gains in productivity and efficiency. 
Suitable for a wide variety of paper sizes up to 42 cm, the Megastar 
offers a choice amongst 7 different binding systems, as well as all the 
necessary features and functions required for intensive use. It is a 
perfect parnter for reprographic centers and, or integrated printers, 
and can be used either as one unit or in two working stations to 
increase efficiency and productivity by separating the binding unit 
from the punching unit. 
Special features of the machine are: 
A powerful engine and a sturdy structure that allow punching of 30 to 
35 sheets A4 80g at a time for comb binding. 
Adjustable jogger stop for punching standard document sizes or the 
centering of nonstandard sizes. 
The centralized control panel allows pedal or digital punching control 
as well as reverse gear in the event of blockages or overloading of 
sheets of paper. 
Releasable punching dies that enable the centering and punching of 
all paper sizes. 
Oversized documents (above 42 cm) can be punched as the punching 
elements are opened on both sides 
A unique feature for electric punching machines with interchangeable 
tools, the punching margin can be adjusted. It guarantees improved 
strength of bound sheets, essential for large documents. 

Centralized control panel 
allows pedal or digital 
punching control as well 
as reverse gear in the 
event of blockages or 
overloading of sheets of 
paper. 

A .powerful made in Italy 
engine and a sturdy structure 
allow punching of 30 to 35 
sheets A4 80gsm at a time.  

The adjustable jogger stop 
allows the punching of 
standard document sizes or 
the centering of non-standard 
sizes. 

Oversized documents > 
(above 42 cm) can be punched  

as the punching elements  
are opened on both sides 
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